FOMH/Friends Of Mountain Harbour
Hole # 4 Cleanup And Mulch Project

Our Friends Of Mountain Harbour team took on another much needed golf course project with
the cleanup and mulching of the large bank on the south side of Hole # 4.
The project was large enough that it was spread over two half-days. The first half-day was spent
cleaning out the small trees, overgrown brush and weeds on the bank as well as the installation of
a couple hundred feet of commercial weed barrier. While some mulch was spread the first day,
the second half-day was all about mulch with at least six utility trailer loads being spread. You can
now see the beautiful stacked-stone wall at the top of the bank.
As usual a great turnout by our FOMH team, as Jim Redmond referred to as our “Green Acres
Crew”, including from the left:
John Walvoord on the Kubota, Jim Redmond, Randy Brown, Kirk Bass (our golf course
Superintendent), Carl Zanneti, Motts Berry, Paul Miret, Jorge Azor and Chip Seymour.
Also participating were Randy Bennett, Carl Saunders and Bill Hickok.
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In addition to the Hole # 4 project there were other FOMH efforts going on as well, including:
1) Bill Meldram continued his efforts to clear out the stream and his newly created waterfall
behind the Hole # 13 green. He is quickly turning that overgrown area into a great scenic
addition to our course.
2) Randy Bennett is everywhere on the course trying to speed up slow play by clearing out
areas that are notorious for lost balls, resulting in slow play.
Randy’s efforts to clean up these problem areas include (a) mowing the big bank to the
right of the cart path, just beyond the Ladies tee at Hole # 3, (b) trimming the bank along
the right side of Hole # 4 just before the challenging chasm, (c) below the green on Hole # 4
where way to many of us end up with our approach shots, and (d) trimming the bank along
the right hand side of Hole # 12, another popular spot for many of us.
Thanks Randy, well done!!!!!
3) Charlie Perry and Bill Hickok trimmed trees and cleared out poison ivy around the
swimming pool.
Thanks again to our great FOMH team for all their efforts to improve our Mountain Harbour Golf
Course and neighborhood.
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